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Abstract

Purpose –This paper aims that privacy research is divided in distinct communities and rarely considered as a
singular field, harming its disciplinary identity. The authors collected 119.810 publications and over 3 million
references to perform a bibliometric domain analysis as a quantitative approach to uncover the structures
within the privacy research field.
Design/methodology/approach – The bibliometric domain analysis consists of a combined directed
network and topic model of published privacy research. The network contains 83,159 publications and 462,633
internal references. A Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) topic model from the same dataset offers an additional
lens on structure by classifying each publication on 36 topicswith the network data. The combined outcomes of
these methods are used to investigate the structural position and topical make-up of the privacy research
communities.
Findings –The authors identified the research communities aswell as categorised their structural positioning.
Four communities form the core of privacy research: individual privacy and law, cloud computing, location
data and privacy-preserving data publishing. The latter is a macro-community of data mining, anonymity
metrics and differential privacy. Surrounding the core are applied communities. Further removed are
communities with little influence, most notably the medical communities that make up 14.4% of the network.
The topic model shows system design as a potentially latent community. Noteworthy is the absence of
a centralised body of knowledge on organisational privacy management.
Originality/value – This is the first in-depth, quantitative mapping study of all privacy research.

Keywords Privacy, Bibliometric, Mapping, Network, Topic model

Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction
In line with scientific research at large, privacy research output has increased significantly
over the past decade (van Dijk et al., 2021). The rapid expansion of privacy research is
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attributed to the ever-increasing collection, processing and dissemination of personal
data, at larger scales and by innovative means. This leads to new and increased privacy
violations, collective awareness, legislative responses and new approaches for
safeguarding privacy. However, despite the increased volume of scientific publications
on understanding and addressing privacy, privacy research is rarely considered as a
coherent field.

Symptomatic to the lack of coherence are the influential literature surveys in privacy
research. Most surveys focus on a single research community, for example consumer privacy
(Lanier and Saini, 2008), privacy-preserving data mining (Verykios et al., 2004) or nursing
(Leino-Kilpi et al., 2002). Even the well-known multi-disciplinary survey by Smith et al. (2011)
excludes the majority of privacy research due to the limits of its qualitative methodology.
As a result, privacy research appears fractured between disciplines, creating a need for
mapping studies.

A quantitative analysis of the bibliometric record of privacy research can offer additional
insights to the structures within privacy research. We apply network analysis and topic
modelling to the bibliometric record to generate insights in the structures of the privacy
research community. These techniques offer the opportunity for identifying communities
and influential, “authoritative” information sources in networks that function as hubs that
hold the network together. Relevant examples of its uses include scientific impact measures
(De Mey, 1982), finding indicators of inter-disciplinarity in journals (Leydesdorff, 2007) and
the effects of co-authorship on scholarly performance (Abbasi et al., 2011).

Topic modelling further enhances the network analysis by offering an additional lens
through which this data can be categorised and viewed. In the past, it has been used to
investigate fields such as communication research (Maier et al., 2018), fisheries science (Syed
and Spruit, 2018) and journalism (Jacobi et al., 2016). The combination of these techniques
offers a broad mapping of the similarities and distinction between the research communities
within privacy research.

The purpose of this study is to perform amulti-method bibliometric domain analysis of the
structures in privacy research. Central to this investigation are two research questions (RQ):

RQ1. What communities and topics make up the privacy research field?

RQ2. How are the identified communities positioned within broader privacy research?

We expand on a previously created network of privacy research (van Dijk et al., 2021), which
will provide the research communities of privacy research and their positioning within
privacy research. A newly created topicmodel will provide insights on the topics of interest to
privacy researchers. Overlaid on the network, the topic model offers further opportunities to
identify the topical interests of each community as well as investigate potential latent
communities in privacy research.

2. Research methodology
The methodology applied in this research begins with (1) re-use of a previously created
network of privacy research from 83,159 publications. (2) Additional data is collected to
(3) create a topic model from 79,432 publications to enhance the bibliometric record.
The results of these analyses are (4) synthesised for an in-depth overview of the structures in
the privacy research field.

2.1 Network analysis
This study re-uses a directed network of the bibliometric record of modern privacy research
(van Dijk et al., 2021). The network consists of 83,159 publications from 1965 until 2022 as
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nodes and the 462,633 references between them as edges. Edges are unweighted, as each
reference is considered equal. The network is scale-free and has a clustering coefficient of
0.076. This indicates that clusters and communities exist around much-cited publications.
However, together with its average path length (5.6) and maximum path length (21),
fragmented information exists within the network as well.

vanDijk et al. (2021) provided a visualisation of the network displaying the communities in
the network and the primary topic(s) of each significant cluster (Figure 1). Communities in the
network were identified through the Louvain method (Blondel et al., 2008). Each community
was already named after its significant clusters, whichwere visually identified in the network
and labelled by random sampling and agreement between two researchers. To further
analyse each identified community, we use the following averaged structural measures for
each community in the network.

(1) In-degree, representing the citations received by the community from other
publications in the network.

(2) Out-degree, for the references made by the community within the network.

(3) Eigenvector centrality, representing the quality of connections within the
community. Communities with the most influential publications in the entire
network will score higher.

(4) Betweenness centrality, for the structural position of a community within the
network. Communities with a high betweenness centrality are considered to be in a
bridge position in the network.

Figure 1.
Visual network
representation

of privacy literature
with labeled clusters.
Node size represents

citation count. Colours
represent research

communities (Table 1)
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Together, these centrality measures will provide an overview of the structural positioning of
each community within the network.

2.2 Additional data collection
For the topic analysis, the network dataset was extended with the corresponding keywords
and abstracts using Pybliometrics (Rose and Kitchin, 2019). Only keywords added by the
author(s) were included in the data set to prevent the topicmodel from learning from previous
categorisations, be it automatic or human. Only abstracts are considered, as the benefit from
the inclusion of the full text is negligible and significantly increases the computational
resources required (Syed and Spruit, 2017).

Since the initial query, 126 works had been retracted or otherwise removed. Of the 83,033
works left, 24,982 are without keywords, 3,534 of which without abstract. Sample inspection
showed that these are primarily complete books and conference introductions. 67 works are
missing just their abstract but have keywords. All documents without abstract were
removed. No new publications were added to the network dataset. The final dataset used for
the topic analysis consists of 79,432 publications.

2.3 Topic model
ALatent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) topicmodel was created from the collected data (Gadellaa,
2021). This generative probabilistic model uses the frequencies of words in the documents to
uncover latent topics and assign every document a distribution over these topics (Blei et al.,
2003). LDA is a mixed membership model, which means that documents are seen as part of
multiple topics in different proportions. This makes it particularly suitable for exploratory
and descriptive analyses (Elgesem et al., 2015). By capturing the heterogeneity of research
topics that a specific paper can belong to, LDA overcomes the limitations of other techniques
(Syed and Spruit, 2017). It is important to note that LDA is a bag-of-words (BOW) model,
meaning it does not consider the order of words, just their presence and count within a
document. Although this is an oversimplification from how humans understand text, it is
well-founded for the purpose of uncovering latent structures (Blei and Lafferty, 2006).

2.3.1 Data preparation.To create a topic model in a reproducible and objectivemanner, two
of the main methodological steps that need to be taken are appropriate pre-processing and
adequate selection of model parameters (Maier et al., 2018). A downside of LDA is that these
steps can influence results in a significant way and that their order matters, as consecutive
steps are dependent on previous results (Denny and Spirling, 2018). The following data
preparation was applied, closely following recommendations by Maier et al. (2018).

(1) Copyright notices are removed from the abstracts using a regular expression.

(2) Tokenization, converting to lowercase and punctuation removal using the Gensim
package (Rehurek and Sojka, 2011) for Python, and can be considered the removal of
uninformative data in the BOW approach used here (Scott and Matwin, 1999).

(3) Stop-word removal, using the Natural Language Toolkit’s (NLTK) English stop-word
list (Bird et al., 2009).

(4) Lemmatization and stemming, using WordNet (Miller, 1995) to collapse inflicted
forms to a single term. Lemmatization was chosen over the more aggressive
stemming procedure to maintain more interpretability. It is an effective feature-
reduction procedure for English texts (Haselmayer and Jenny, 2014).

(5) Relative pruning, also referred to as removing ’corpus specific stop words’. All words
that appear in less than 0.5% or more than 99% of the texts are removed. No
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systematic studies have been conducted on which percentages of documents should
be considered lower and upper-bound, but <1% and >95% seem to be the de facto
standard (Denny and Spirling, 2018; Grimmer and Stewart, 2013) and recently, Maier
et al. (2020) showed that such percentages do not decrease model quality.

The first two steps can be considered the removal of uninformative data in the BOW
approach used here (Scott and Matwin, 1999). All further steps are feature selection, with the
overarching goal to only keep those words with distribution patterns that contribute to
distinction between topics. This reduction is also essential for the computational efficiency of
the later hyper-parameter tuning.

The relative pruning reduced the number of terms from 75,148 to 2,421; 97% of words
occurred too little or too often to contribute to the discovery of latent topics. It is noteworthy
that the term privacy was not removed, while it is the keyword upon which the papers were
selected. This was because more than 1% of documents were added to the database because
privacy was in the keywords added by the publisher, which were not included in this
analysis.

2.3.2 Parameter tuning. After preparing the documents, several of LDA’s model
parameters have to be defined. Much of our method for finding the optimal model is based on
Syed et al. (2018), which used a similar approach on fisheries science literature. We optimise
our topic model for Cv coherence, ameasure of model quality introduced by R€oder et al. (2015).
Both their systematic exploration and a later comparison to alternatives by Syed (2019) show
that this measure correlates highly with human understanding on a large variety of test data.
The following considerations were made in defining the LDA’s model parameters:

(1) The optimal number of topics (K). Setting this value too low will result in topics that
are too broad to be meaningful, but setting it too high can create semantically
meaningless topics that should have been combined (Syed and Spruit, 2017). In some
topic model applications, there are reasons to infer the “right” number of topics from
theory or the analysis’ goals. In most cases, the optimal number is discovered by
generating different models and measure their quality according to a defined metric.
There is no right answer, just a number that produces fitting results according to the
chosen evaluation metric.

(2) The Dirichlet prior distribution on the topic probabilities within documents (α) and on
the word probabilities within topics (η). In text corpora like these, where some topics are
expected to be less common than others, an asymmetrical prior is preferred (Syed and
Spruit, 2018; Wallach et al., 2009). Gensim’s “online” LDA algorithm (Hoffman et al.,
2010) can use theNewton–Raphsonmethod to learn both priors from the data (Huang,
2005). The technical details of this algorithm are beyond the scope of this analysis, but
the relevant effect is that finding the most appropriate priors is not done through an
additional dimension in our grid search, saving computation time.

(3) The random state, the number of passes through the corpus during training, and the
number of iterations for inferring the topic distribution. This is not necessary for each
level of K, but the convergence profile might differ between versions with different
parameters. To our knowledge, no more sophisticated methods than a grid search
exist for these parameters. The random state has to be varied to prevent falling into a
local minimum (Boyd-Graber et al., 2014).

In this analysis an initial grid search was performed on models with a number of topics (K)
between 1 and 361. The steps between the different values were based on the power function
x2 (1, 4, 9, 16, etc.). This sequence was chosen ad hoc after some exploratory model generation
showed coherence measurements to be less sensitive to changes in topic numbers in the
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higher regions. The first search across two random states showed that coherence was
maximal between 25 and 49. The searchwas then deepened to include four random states and
additional values forK in between the values in the original sequence. Further exploration of
interactions between variables was not possible because of the computational cost of
evaluatingmodels. Nevertheless, themost important variables could be varied in a structured
manner, generating 56 models to evaluate (Gadellaa, 2021). The best fitting model provided
36 topics.

2.3.3 Topic labelling. The final part of topic model creation consists of labelling the topics
uncovered by the algorithm. In our context of creating a second classification of the same
dataset, human labelling is useful and pragmatic. The labelling was be done by two
annotators, who separately reviewed each topic’s top words and a visualisation using LDA
vis (Sievert and Shirley, 2014). There was agreement on 31 of 36 (86%) topic labels between
the annotators. Differences between annotators were settled by reviewing the options for fit
and sampling a random sub-set of titles from each topic.

2.4 Synthesis of network and topic model
The topic distribution of each publication and its network outcomes were combined to create
an enhanced bibliometric record of the privacy field. This resulted in a dataset consisting of
83,159 publications with, for each publication, its centrality measures, community and main
topic. From this dataset, a heat map visualisation was created to identify the subjects of
interest in each research community. It displays the proportion of topic occurrence within
each network communities. Furthermore, we extracted a sub-set of the 65 most cited
publications within the network (in-degree) by combining the 50 most cited publications of
the entire timespan with the 50 most cited publications of the last five years. Citations remain
the baseline influence measure in the network analysis (Newman, 2010). The period of five
years was applied to address the age bias inherent to bibliometric data and is amodal value of
citation analysis research (Moody et al., 2010).

We use this combined dataset of the network analysis and topic model to answer the
research questions as follows:

To answer RQ1. What communities and topics make up the privacy research field? We
consider the outcomes of the community analysis and investigate patterns of interest, such as
potentially latent communities.

RQ2. How are the identified communities positioned within broader privacy research? is
answered by analysing the structural characteristics of the research communities within the
network. We identify the central communities in privacy research, which form the
disciplinary core of the research field and consider the findings against literature.

Section 3.1 presents the network, and its communities and their centralitymeasures. In 3.2,
we show the labelled topic model. Section 3.3 brings together these results by displaying the
relationship between communities and topics, as well as the topic distribution of the most
influential publications. The research questions are then answered by considering the
combined analysis in the discussion.

3. Results
3.1 Network communities
A graphical rendering of the network of privacy research (Figure 1) provides insight into the
structures of the field. It is a layered visualisation, made up of.

(1) 83,159 nodes: dots representing each of the publications in the network. The size and
colour of each node is determined by the number of references received and its
community respectively.
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(2) 462,633 edges: references between publications and are depicted as a line between two
nodes.

(3) 94 clusters: a clustering of nodes of significant size within the network, named
through 90 labels.

(4) Communities: algorithmically identified groupings of one or more clusters. The
accompanying Table 1 shows the 20 largest communities from a total of 42, with their
corresponding colours. These 20 communities account for 93% of the network and
are colour-coded in Figure 1.

While a visualisation is only one representation of a more complex dataset (Grandjean, 2016),
it provides a high-level overview of the privacy research field.

Table 1 displays the average centrality measures for each of the 20 largest communities.
The meaning of the network centrality measures in this context are explained in section 2.1.
Like individual centrality measures, the average in-degree remains the primary indicator of
influence as the number of citations received. The average out-degree shows a close relation
with in-degree, suggesting an exchange between referencing in the network and getting
referenced from the network. Whether that dynamic exists within or between communities
cannot be said from this data.

Colour Community Size (%) Avg. In-
degree

Avg. Out-
degree Eigenvector* Betweenness*

Individual privacy and law 16.2 6.31 6.31 0.46 0.63

Cloud compu ng 7.9 5.43 5.37 0.29 0.35

E-health and medical data 7.6 3.54 3.77 0.08 0.45

Gene c data 6.8 3.83 3.79 0.13 1

Data mining 5.5 7.58 7.32 0.58 0.5

Loca on data 5.2 8.86 9.23 0.67 0.85

Anonymity metrics 4.4 11.08 10.46 1 0.83

Internet of things 4.3 3.66 4.58 0.08 0.52

Differen al privacy 3.8 10.64 10.83 0.96 0.94

Electronic vo ng 3.6 4.28 4.06 0.17 0.18

Networking 3.6 5.84 5.71 0.33 0.2

Cybersecurity 3.2 2.49 2.13 0 0

Mobile devices and apps 3.0 4.31 4.25 0.17 0.31
System architecture and 
design 3.0 4.4 4.53 0.21 0.33

Vehicular ad hoc networks 3.0 6.59 7.11 0.42 0.36

RFID 2.9 6.56 6.72 0.42 0.24

Social media 2.5 5.8 5.84 0.33 0.41

Physical privacy 2.4 2.41 2.42 0 0.06

Biometrics 2.1 5.06 5.13 0.25 0.27

Smart grid 1.8 6.09 6.49 0.33 0.41

Note(s): * Normalised average values

Table 1.
The 20 largest

communities in the
network and their

averaged centrality
measures. Colour

coding was included to
ease identification of

the communities in the
Figure 1 network
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Eigenvector centrality appears strongly correlated with in-degree, which can be explained by
its focus on influential neighbours. The higher the average in-degree of a community, the
more likely a publication in that community has influential neighbours.

Betweenness centrality does not follow in-degree. As an indicator for information flow
through the network, it increases for the most central communities in the network – for
example individual privacy and law, anonymity metrics and differential privacy – and those
connecting a large, otherwise less connected community (with a lower average in-degree) to
the larger body of knowledge – such as e-health and medical data and genetic data.
Publications bridging the gap between these communities and the rest of the network have an
excessively high betweenness centrality, as they are most often on the shortest path
between nodes.

On the lower end of the spectrum, a combination of a lower average in-degree and
eigenvector centrality appears in communities that form common exit points in the network.
The two clearest examples are cybersecurity and physical privacy. Furthermore, there appears
to be a sharp drop off in average betweenness centrality for each community with an average
in-degree below 3 with more than 10 publications in them. Publications in these communities
aremore likely to consume information from the rest of the network than to connect otherwise
separate disciplines.

3.2 Topic model
The 56 generated topic models were evaluated for their quality, Cv. Most of the models held a
value between 0.32 and 0.49, showing a clear pattern where Cv scores increased sharply for
the initial ’increase’ in the number of topics K. After the peak, Cv scores slowly decreased for
modelswithmore topics. The highest scoringmodel had aCv score of 0.517 and aK of 36. This
number of topics was not always the maximum across the different random states,
suggesting an interaction between the random state and the effect of K, indicating that
multiple coherent topic models exist for this dataset. Although the highest scoring model is
chosen for interpretation, we have to keep inmind that we are looking at one ofmany possible
representations of this data. A textual representation of the final topic model can be found in
Table 2.

Notably, topic 19 seems to include both some recommender systems and healthcare.
Inspecting the papers within this category does not yield a satisfying explanation of this
grouping of two seemingly unrelated topics. The subjects seldom co-occur in one document,
and none of the other most-frequent terms seem to connect the two. It could very well be a
topic that would have been split up when 37 was chosen as value for K.

3.3 Combined models analysis
3.3.1 Topics in communities. Overlaying the topic model with the network communities
shows a large coherence between the two approaches (Figure 2). Twomethods using different
document properties show that for most of the larger communities in the network, one or
multiple counterparts can be clearly distinguished in the topics.

We identify three categories of communities within the network when enriched by the
topic model. First are those with distinctive subjects; communities with a clear one-to-one
relation to one of the topics. Examples are radio-frequency identification (RFID), smart
grid, social media/networks, vehicular ad hoc networks and location data, for which all
publications contained in the community are between 29 and 47% assigned to one
specific topic.

Second are topic-sharing communities. These patterns require more interpretation, only to
make sense after returning to the citation network and its underlying data. In the network, the
communities of data mining and anonymity metrics are heavily interconnected.
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id Label Most frequent words

1 Consumer privacy privacy, trust, consumer, online, study, service, customer, factor, model,
concern

2 Smartphones mobile, device, application, user, apps, android, phone, privacy, app, security
3 Quantum encryption feature, method, quantum, based, face, privacy, using, homomorphic, vector,

encryption
4 Networking network, wireless, node, sensor, privacy, data, security, routing,

communication, aggregation
5 Smart grid smart, grid, energy, power, privacy, consumption, meter, demand, game,

system
6 Image processing image, digital, data, content, video, hiding, method, proposed, privacy,

technique
7 Data mining data, privacy, mining, preserving, method, sensitive, algorithm, information,

technique, anonymization
8 Legal privacy, right, public, law, surveillance, government, state, article, legal,

policy
9 Security operations attack, security, network, detection, traffic, system, analysis, threat, based,

privacy
10 Big data data, learning, big, machine, analytics, model, library, deep, privacy, training
11 Internet of things iot, internet, thing, device, security, smart, application, architecture, data,

system
12 Multi-party computing protocol, party, secure, computation, privacy, two, preserving, private, third,

multi
13 Privacy-preserving

algorithms
privacy, algorithm, query, differential, preserving, data, problem, private,
mechanism, result

14 Social media social, privacy, medium, online, student, self, facebook, study, use, disclosure
15 Digital services user, privacy, information, service, personal, provider, system, identity,

paper, management
16 RFID protocol, rfid, authentication, security, tag, privacy, system, attack,

identification, proposed
17 Biometrics identity, biometric, authentication, system, biometrics, identification,

fingerprint, template, user, security
18 Healthcare (patient

privacy)
patient, care, study, privacy, hospital, family, home, nurse, staff, satisfaction

19 Recommender systems system, healthcare, recommendation, collaborative, privacy, based, filtering,
recommender, user, prediction

20 Physical monitoring monitoring, system, sensor, activity, human, privacy, home, camera,
wearable, based

21 Location data location, privacy, user, based, service, lb, trajectory, query, spatial, mobile
22 Access control access, control, policy, privacy, based, model, system, agent, data, attribute
23 Blockchain blockchain, electronic, voting, system, transaction, payment, contract, mail,

voter, decentralized
24 Cloud computing cloud, computing, service, security, privacy, data, environment, resource,

issue, model
25 Encryption encryption, key, algorithm, aes, security, standard, implementation, using,

based, cryptography
26 Data privacy data, privacy, protection, information, personal, regulation, legal, right, law,

individual
27 Systems design security, privacy, system, technology, design, paper, management, research,

challenge, issue
28 Ethics research, ethical, issue, genetic, ethic, consent, data, review, human,

researcher
29 Vehicular ad hoc

networks
vehicle, network, communication, ad, privacy, message, vehicular,
anonymity, hoc, anonymous

(continued )

Table 2.
Labelled topics with
most frequent words

per topic
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Since anonymity metrics was not identified as a separate topic by the LDA algorithm, it is
logical to find anonymization as one of the terms within the topic of data mining.

Third, there are multi-topic communities. Since the communities are not uniform in size, it
is to be expected that the larger communities cover multiple subjects. The community of
individual privacy and law contains literature on consumer privacy, legal and social media
according to the topic model. The community of cloud computing contains literature on cloud
storage and cloud computing. Often, the topics that are part of larger communities are
primarily found in those communities. Since each topic is the same size, it shows its limits of
the topic model in community identification when dealing with larger communities. Finally,
several topics are a proportion of many of the communities. This is notably the case for the
topics of systems design, digital services and encryption schemes. There are multiple possible
explanations: publications on this subject could be very distinctive but widely used in
different research areas, or the words related to these subjects could be a smaller part ofmany
papers about different topics. It could also indicate latent research communities that may
benefit from forming further centralisation.

id Label Most frequent words

30 Social networks social, network, user, privacy, online, sharing, information, profile, content,
networking

31 Patient data health, patient, medical, record, care, information, healthcare, data,
electronic, clinical

32 Statistics privacy, private, information, bound, case, show, function, problem, optimal,
model

33 Emperical studies study, risk, privacy, survey, participant, result, testing, test, attitude, woman
34 Encryption schemes scheme, key, signature, based, security, authentication, proposed, group,

privacy, secure
35 Web applications web, user, peer, privacy, search, site, website, tool, log, process
36 Cloud storage data, cloud, encryption, storage, scheme, encrypted, search, user, privacy,

serverTable 2.

Figure 2.
Average proportion of
topic occurrence within
network communities
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3.3.2 Most influential publications. The research community and primary topic of the 65
most cited publications in privacy research were extracted. These publications received the
most references fromwithin the network over two time periods: all time and the last 5 years in
the dataset. Together, they account for 40,340 references (8.7%) in the network. This sub-set
contains 15 communities and 19 topics in varying pairs. One publication did not have a topic
classification, as its abstract could not be retrieved. 8 out of 15 communities appear only once
among the most influential publications. 1 community, RFID, appears twice. The final 6
communities stand at a distance, having between 6 and 12 publications. Figure 3 displays the
6 most occurring communities and the topic distributions of the most cited publications
within them.

Most notable from the communities in Figure 3 is that their occurrence does not relate to
the size of each community alone. Rather, the 6 communities that emerge are the 2 largest
communities – individual privacy and law and cloud computing – and the 4 communities with
the highest centrality measures (Table 1). The third and fourth largest communities are
notably absent from the most cited publications, with e-health and medical data appearing
only once and genetic data not at all while respectively making up 7.6 and 6.8% of all
publications under consideration.

4. Discussion
In this section, we discuss the results to answer the research questions posed in the
introduction with the combined results of the network analysis and the topic model. First, we
consider the subjects in privacy research and each community for insights on the community
structure of the field. Here it shows that the combination of methods offers a cross-section of
the structures in the privacy research field, with which we can identify macro communities
and potentially latent communities to highlight areas of interest.

Second, the structural position of each community within the network is considered
together with the field’smost cited publications to identify the central communities in privacy
research. In its core we find individual and legal privacy, as well as privacy-enhancing
technologies (PETs) in data science, location data and general computing. However,
significant gaps appear this central body of knowledge. The translation of individual privacy

Figure 3.
Topic distribution per
community of the 65
internally most cited

publications in privacy
research (n > 2)
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concerns to the use of PETs in information systems is not reflected in the core of the field.
Organisations are primarily studied from the outside rather than from within (Belanger and
Crossler, 2011; Smith et al., 2011), at the risk of treating the behavioural processes within
organisations as a black box.

Overall, our analysis of the privacy research field offers new insights that provide more
questions than answers. If we are to translate privacy concerns and values into practical
solutions, then these gaps need to be addressed. Future studies should take note of the current
strengths and shortcomings of the privacy research field in its current state and attempt to
bridge the gaps. Finally, we discuss opportunities for future research and limitations in our
approach.

4.1 Subjects in privacy research
Anyone who has investigated privacy can attest to it being a multi-disciplinary field. The
resolution limit inherent tomanual review offers a challenge in obtaining a broad perspective.
In this current analysis we sought for an ordering of privacy research through a combination
of network and topic analysis. This section discusses RQ1 . What communities and topics
make up the privacy research field?

What stands out immediately is the breadth and connectedness of privacy research. The
83,159 publications formed 94 notable clusters, with subjects ranging from operational
healthcare and office planning to smart grids and quantum cryptography. The network
analysis and topic model prove to be complementary methods in investigating the makeup of
the research field with a strong coherence between their outcomes. Considered as a whole, the
results show a diverse research field with communities that have distinct identities but share
topics of interest with others.

Three community-topic sets stand out from this perspective. The first regards the
community of cybersecurity. The community’s primary topics are encryption, encryption
schemes and image processing in order of proportion. However, topics such as security
operations and access control primarily appear outside of this community. The topic model
thus indicates a greater topical breadth of cybersecurity research within privacy than the
network analysis alone suggests. As adequate cybersecurity is a pre-requisite for
maintaining information privacy (Spiekermann and Cranor, 2009) and with secrecy,
security and confidentiality considered to be central aspects of privacy (Smith et al., 2011),
this distribution of topics over various communities shows a healthy relationship between
privacy and security research.

Then, there are three interconnected communities that share distinct but related research
interests, indicating a broader research community than the individual network
communities suggest. The communities of data mining, anonymity metrics and differential
privacy all have the highest topical proportions of data mining and privacy-preserving
algorithms, albeit in different distributions. Especially noteworthy is that the data mining
topic is proportionally largest within the community of anonymity metrics. While they
are classified as distinct communities, their shared topical interests and interconnectedness
suggest a larger macro-community in this corner of the network. This perspective is
supported by its most cited literature survey, which draws heavily from each of these
communities under the name of privacy-preserving data publishing (PPDP) (Fung
et al., 2010).

The third result of interest concerns the topic of system design, which we would expect to
strongly relate to the community of system architecture and design. While the community
itself is relatively small (3% of the network) and spread out, the topic model suggests that
much of the research relevant to this community happens all over the network. Illustrative is
the only publication in the most cited publications of the field classified as a system design
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paper, as it appears in the community of data science. One use of the topic model is to discover
potentially latent communities in the investigated area (Syed et al., 2019). While it is possible
that system design is a distinct topic applied in all of privacy research, the existence of an
overlapping community suggests a more structural issue. These results indicate that system
design likely is a latent research community in the privacy field, which has yet to form its core
theories or centralise around them. The absence of a sizeable and central system design
research community is problematic when we consider the challenges faced by organisations
globally in implementing Privacy-by-Design to comply with recent and upcoming privacy
legislation. The field should take note of this theoretical gap of how privacy is achieved in
information systems.

A final observation is that the community of physical privacy exists at the fringes of the
network in a variety of small clusters, such as operational healthcare, sexuality in nursing
homes and office planning. Its primary significance is that, however loosely connected this
community may be, the distinction between physical and information privacy is mentioned
in many of the field’s influential theories (Belanger and Crossler, 2011; Phelps et al., 2000;
Smith et al., 2011; Solove, 2006). While some theories consider aspects of physical privacy,
most use it to distinguish information privacy as a separate concept. However, aspects of
both information and physical privacy do appear in many communities, among them
location data, Internet of things, vehicular ad hoc networks, RFID, biometrics and smart grid.
For example, a smart speaker can be an intrusion in the physical space when it collects
audio data during a fight. The physical nature of these information technologies is absent
from the field’s influential theories and physical privacy is often not considered at all. With
further developments in information technology, this line between physical and
information privacy will continue to blur. A monitoring device in the operation room can
nowadays be connected to an Artificial Intelligence system that offers the operating team
recommendations on physical procedures. A smartphone can continuously monitor
someone’s location. The disappearing boundaries between physical and information
privacy offer a new challenge for privacy researchers that have yet to be represented in its
theories.

4.2 Central communities in privacy research
While our approach produced new insights in the makeup of privacy research, a major
concern with this dataset is that privacy is rarely considered a field of its own. When
comparing the network against the full bibliometric record, it only curtails 14.7% of all
references made by the collected publications. This is a significant portion, but also includes
research communities with different views towards privacy. Due to the broad inclusion
criteria in establishing the bibliometric record, only a sub-set of the identified communities
forms the core of the privacy field. Others are more likely to apply the field’s theories while
still identifying as privacy researchers. Others again will view privacy as a reference
discipline. In this section, we interpret the results through answering RQ2. How are the
identified communities positioned within broader privacy research?

Four communities stand out by their positioning in the network as well as frequent
occurrence in the most cited publications. These four communities can be considered the
central communities in privacy research around which other research organises itself.

(1) Individual privacy and law. This is the largest community in the network with 16.2%
of all publications. It primarily concerns itself with consumer privacy, the legal
aspects of privacy, social media and data privacy. This view is strengthened
further by its theoretical contributions, as the most influential theories in privacy
research primarily revolve around individual privacy (van Dijk et al., 2021; Smith
et al., 2011).
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(2) Cloud computing. The second-largest community in the network nominally concerns
the current computing paradigm in providing Information Technology capabilities to
users (Wang et al., 2010). Researchers in this community, however, focus on a more
fundamental privacy issue highly relevant to cloud computing: remote and
centralised data processing. As such, many of its disciplines are not specific to
cloud computing: untrusted storage, databases, encryption and searching encrypted
data. Rather, cloud is the paradigm in which these fundamental issues converge.

(3) PPDP is a macro-community consisting of the data mining, anonymity metrics and
differential privacy. PPDP is defined as the methods and tools designed to protect the
disclosure of any individual’s identity while sharing and transporting data (Fung
et al., 2010). All three communities share a topical interest in data mining and privacy-
preserving algorithms.As evidenced by the high centrality measures of its individual
communities, the macro-community of PPDP holds an essential position within
privacy research.

(4) Location data. The location data community is primarily concerned with its topical
namesake. Its most influential publications relate to k-anonymity (Gedik and Liu,
2008) and privacy guarantees in location-based queries (Ghinita et al., 2008). What
differentiates it from the other central communities is its combination of physical and
information privacy, as many techniques revolve around the obfuscation of a
physical location while still retaining usefulness of information (Beresford and
Stajano, 2003). It appears a key subject in privacy research, evidenced by its central
position in the network and its usefulness in a wide variety of application domains.

Surrounding these central communities we find applied privacy research. Communities in
this category are highly connected to the central communities, such as cloud computing,
networking, vehicular ad-hoc networks andmobile devices and apps. Each of these communities
has mid-range centrality values and strong connections to one or more central communities.
While privacy is at the heart of these research communities, they are defined by their
application domain.

Then there are communities with little influence in the network. Scoring relatively low on
most or all centrality measures, they are less connected to the wider network and thus of less
structural importance. Most notable among them are the communities of e-health andmedical
data and genetic data. Despite their cumulative 14.4% of publications, they hold little
authority within the network. A pattern that was also identified in privacy’s most influential
publications, where a small number of little referenced publicationswere found tomonopolise
the connection of medical research to the broader network (van Dijk et al., 2021). Exploring
this divide between medical and broader privacy research may be a fruitful direction for
future research.

A notable observation is the absence of a central community regarding organisational
privacy knowledge, such as privacy management, privacy governance or a similar term.
Awide variety of influences have been prescribed to the organisational context, including but
not limited to legislation, organisational policies, (organisational) culture, privacy expertise
and the business model (Acquisti et al., 2015; Belanger and Crossler, 2011; Culnan and
Armstrong, 1999; Smith et al., 2011; Spiekermann and Cranor, 2009; Warkentin et al., 2011).
Privacy professionals, besides operating in this complex environment, are asked to weigh
organisational interests, privacy concerns, legal requirements, organisational and technical
capabilities, social norms and ethics (Bieker et al., 2016; Clarke, 2009; Raab, 2020; Wright,
2013). However, despite various and frequent calls for more organisational research within
the field’smost influential publications (Belanger and Crossler, 2011; Smith et al., 2011) and an
abundance of research on organisational outcomes (Lanier and Saini, 2008; Smith et al., 2011),
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no influential research community on how to manage privacy at an organisational level has
risen to the surface. This absence is also apparent in the field’s core theories, which concern
themselves with privacy concerns, the individual level of analysis and, in one case, system
design (van Dijk et al., 2021). There appears to be a scientific knowledge gap in organisational
privacy management in a complex organisational context, while grey literature provides a
variety of models and tooling (Swartz et al., 2019). New privacy regulations and increased
societal privacy awareness have only increased the need for organisational privacy
knowledge, making the absence of such a community even more apparent.

The positioning of legal privacy research next to, and in the same community as,
individual privacy research, furthers concerns on the absence of a central community for
organisational privacy management. While individual concerns undoubtedly need to be
understood and addressed for privacy regulations to be effective, the close relationship
between research on the individual level of privacy and legal privacy appears to colour
the perspective of legal researchers. Its most influential publications concern themselves
with individual privacy harms (Solove, 2006), privacy as contextual integrity
(Nissenbaum, 2004) and the necessity of privacy to individual development (Cohen,
2012). However, understanding organisational privacy management is required for the
design of effective interventions in the application of privacy legislation. One example of
conflict between organisational reality and legislation is the European Union’s General
Data Protection Legislation (GDPR), which is intentionally technology-agnostic.
A summary of unforeseen complications in the implementation of the GDPR finds
conflicts in the areas of backups, non-volatile storage, auditability, biometrics, data
integrity and increased costs for certain processing activities (Politou et al., 2018). While
this cannot be classified as an oversight of existing research, legal privacy researchers
should be aware that we currently lack a shared understanding of the domain of
organisational privacy management, factors influencing privacy decision-making and
what effective treatments can be applied.

4.3 Future research and limitations
This research contributes to our overall understanding of the privacy research field. Its
primary data source, Scopus, is considered a reliable source for bibliometric data (Baas et al.,
2020), though it provides several limitations. First, various publications have no indexed
references or lack an abstract, limiting their usefulness in or excluding them altogether from
the analyses performed. Second, the earliest paper was published in 1965 and thus does not
include influential publications as least as far back as 1890 (Warren and Brandeis, 1890). The
impact of this missing data on the network and topic model has not been quantified. Keeping
these limitations in mind, the outcomes of this research provide an overview of current
privacy research. Future research could expand the data sources used to gain a more
complete picture of privacy research over time and further investigate the temporal
developments of the field.

As can be expected of a mapping study, its outcomes also raise new questions. In
considering privacy as a singular research field, a number of findings ask for further
exploration. First is the presence of systemdesign research as a potentially latent community.
It requires in-depth investigation to assess whether this is indeed a latent community within
privacy research or rather a distinct and influential reference discipline. Then, the lack of
influence and connection of medical research to the broader research field. There is a
disconnection between the medical sciences and other privacy research that cannot be
explained within the scope of this research. Finally, the absence of organisational privacy
management in the network, the topic model and the most cited publications provides what
may be the currently most significant knowledge gap in privacy research.
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After intermediate presentation of the results we were approached by several scholars
interesting in repeating our approach to bibliometric analysis in their own domains.We invite
interested researchers in re-using and expanding on this methodology and software used
(van Dijk, 2021; Gadellaa, 2021).

5. Conclusions
The goal of this research was to obtain insights in the structure of the privacy research field.
With a combination of network analysis and topic modelling, we analysed both the structural
and topical makeup of the field. The network analysis shows privacy as a heterogeneous
field, divided into 20 significant research communities consisting of one or more disciplines.
The topic model divided the field into 36 distinct topics of equal size. Overlaying these
outcomes provided a fruitful ground for further analysis. The combination of techniques
allowed us to identify three central communities of the field: individual privacy and law, cloud
computing, PPDP and location data. PPDP is amacro-community identified through a topical
overlap as well as the community’s literature surveys, and is made up of the communities of
data mining, anonymity metrics and differential privacy. The topic model further shows a
healthy presence of cybersecurity research throughout the network, not only in communities
with a direct relation to the topic.

An assessment of the combined results also provided insight in what is missing from this
picture. First, the topic model identified systems design research as a topic of interest in
almost all research communities, rather than centralised in the community of system
architecture and design. This may indicate a latent community that could benefit from
further centralisation. Second is the apparent disconnect between medical privacy research
and the rest of the network. Despite the two largest communities containing 14.4% of
publications in the dataset, they do not possess a significant position in the network. Finally,
we considered the absence of organisational privacy management research in the network,
topicmodel and themost cited publications.While it is frequentlymentioned, there appears to
be no influential research on this subject. This hampers the design of effective interventions
at the place personal data is processed.

Altogether, analysing the bibliometric record by combining network analysis with topic
modelling has proven to be a fruitful ground for investigating the privacy research field. The
quantitative nature of these methods has allowed us to analyse the overarching structures of
the field from more than 80,000 publications, furthering our understanding of the multi-
disciplinarity, makeup and deficiencies of the privacy research field.
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